
windy
a short story

“Hold on to your umbrella,” Evie suggested.

I squinted into the wind and reached toward the top to try to close it. “Whose idea
was it to bring this, anyways?”

“Your mom’s,” Evie informed me.

I grunted as I tried in vain to force it closed. “Well, the forecast said nothing about
rain, just wind! And now it’s so windy that I can’t close it!Which is making it
INFINITELY HARDER to walk! You’ve still got the groceries, right?”

“Yes,” Evie said. “Barely, but yes.”

I pressed harder into the wind, which had started to pick up. “I literally can’t walk,” I
protested. “The wind is too strong!”

“We need to find shelter!” Evie declared dramatically.

“Why do you think we’re walking back to my house?” I snapped.

“All right, I see your point.” She took another step forward and almost toppled over
backward. “Whooooooa, Mia, LOOK AT THIS.”

I turned to look at her. She was leaning forward into the wind, but at a frightening
angle. The wind was so strong that it was holding her up as she tilted forward,
almost forty-five degrees to the ground.

“Creepy,” I noted. “Also, insanely cool. I’ll bet with this type of wind I could—”

And then I felt my feet leave the ground.
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Evie screeched and grabbed onto me. The wind suddenly came faster and harder,
creating a weird eddy around us that swirled upward and caught my umbrella,
pulling us both higher into the air.

“THIS IS NOT HAPPENING,” Evie screamed.

“Hey, you know what’s ironic,” I said, trying to calm her down. “Before I lifted off, I
was going to say, I’ll bet with this type of wind I could use my umbrella as a
paraglider. Isn’t that felicitous?”

“I DON’T EVEN KNOWWHAT THAT MEANS,” she yelled.

“It’s like, coincidental, but—”

“We’re headed for a tree!” Evie shrieked.

We both screamed and squeezed our eyes shut as the wind hurled us at the tree. I
braced myself for the impact, preparing to feel the leaves and then the branches
and then surely our umbrella would get tangled and we would stop floating away—

Evie broke my concentration by yelling, “I don’t think I can hold on to the groceries
any longer!”

“FORGET THE STUPID GROCERIES!” I said, opening my eyes.

She let go of the bag, and we watched as it got tossed back and forth by the wind
before finally splatting on the ground. The milk carton burst and splattered milk
everywhere, and the satisfyingness of twelve eggs smashing on the ground is too
amazing to even convey with words.

“Is this just me,” Evie yelled over the wind, “or do you ever think about the things
that people will remember years from now? Like—” She put on a grandmother
accent. “‘Back in my day, there was a time when the streets of this neighborhood
were flooded with milk, because these two hooligans started using an umbrella as a
parachute—’”
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“WE’RE GOING TO CRASH—nevermind, nope, we’re good!” When Evie had let go of
the groceries, it must have made us lighter, because we’d abruptly gained height
and were being blown over the tree. “This is the craziest thing that has ever
happened to me!”

“It’s also kind of terrifying!” Evie volunteered.

“But fun, too!”

“WE’RE GOING DOWN!!!”

“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

We dipped into a tight downward spiral, and then the wind lifted us again.

The next few minutes felt like hours—Evie would scream “WE’RE GOING DOWN!!!!”
and then we’d both scream as loud and long as possible before the wind would take
us upward again, a terrifying roller coaster of first falling so quickly and
uncontrollably that we were sure we would meet the same end as the splattered
groceries, then getting caught by updrafts that would send us so high we weren’t
sure if we’d ever come back down. Below us, the whipping wind sounded like roars,
and the trees thrashed from side to side, the dull music of their frantically rustling
leaves floating over the houses.

Then—a sudden calm.

The slowing wind eased us down before the umbrella fell away altogether, and we
fell heavily onto the street. It was flooded with milk.
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